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 DwarfHeim is currently in Alpha Testing and is in need of early adopters. Please note that there are bugs and so many
gameplay features are still missing. In the end I would like to provide a game that is easy to play, fun and very competitive.

NEW! DwarfHeim has been updated to the official 1.1.0 version. Now we are looking for feedback from our user community
and we are also focusing on getting more feedback through the launch of the Alpha version. Thanks! Please help us create a

game that is easy to play, fun and very competitive. - Minimum Requirements: 2.8GHz Dual Core CPU, 4 GB RAM, Windows
7 or 8, DirectX 11 - Recommended Requirements: 4GB RAM, Windows 7 or 8, DirectX 11 Choose between the Basic,

Expansion and Ultimate modes. - Basic: Solo or Cooperative mode. - Expansion: Multiplayer mode with the same rules as the
basic mode. - Ultimate: World rule with added features like the massive unit roster, the multiclass system and the Event System.

Play as a Human, Dwarf or Troll and race to the throne - The game takes place on a much larger world than the limited game
map. - Each race has their own unique set of units and buildings. - Additionally, you can also buy a Multiclass System that

allows you to customize your units even further. Stir the pot to see who will be the winner - Small Clan Wars are the size of a
Village while large Clan Wars can be the size of a Province. - There are a number of different ways to win, depending on which

Clan and how you play. - Two types of Clans exist: Big Clans and Small Clans. Big Clans are either in alliance with other big
Clans or they are on their own. - Small Clans are directly competing with each other, as well as with other small Clans and big
Clans. - To give your Clan an advantage you can use Units, Buildings, Quests and Coins. A World of awesome units, buildings,

quests and rewards - Units can attack, block, cast magic, resurrect, do research, sacrifice, attack other units, heal, retreat, dig for
treasure or level up. - Buildings can create siege weapons, cannons, boilers or cannons 520fdb1ae7
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